
The ultimate modular display system for rigid 
and roll-up graphics



All T3 systems are covered by a lifetime guarantee

T3 Airframe - A UK Manufactured Modular 

Display System Creating Bespoke Enviroments.

How T3 Airframe works

T3 Airframe is the perfect modular display system, providing unbeatable flexibility 
and stability using just a few cleverly designed elements. The key components are an 
aluminium beam and a connector that join together with a briliantly simple patented ‘twist 

& lock’ action - No tools required.

Why use T3 Airframe

T3 Airframe creates the look and feel of a bespoke display whilst avoiding many of 
the transport, time and labour costs associated with conventional construction methods. 
No other seamless modular system can compete on speed of build, versitality and ease 
of use.

• Quick and easy to work with - being self-build friendly means simple structures can be 
assembled in just a few minutes.

• Re-configurable -  a single stand can be re-configured to suit your entire exhibtion 

programme, whatever the floorspace. 

• Endless possibilities - T3 can be utilised for all your display needs, including reception 

areas, award ceremonies, roadshows, studio backdrops and promotional areas.

• Seamless graphics - rigid and rollable graphics are easily attached using magnetic 
tape, hook and loop fastener or more permanent fixings.

• Load bearing and very stable - T3 easily supports plasma and LCD screens, as well as 
heavy display items.

• Versatile – create doors, curves, lockable storage. Incorporate lighting, backlit displays 
shelving, counters and walling using the same components.

• Save on transport costs - the system is lightweight, very compact and breaks down 
into a small transportable volume.

• The complete  “exhibition stand in a box” experience - a full range of accessories are 
available making it easy to assemble exciting and innovative environments.



T3 Airframe - The complete display solution

Small exhibition stands Medium exhibition stands Large exhibition stands

Feature walls Slat Walling

Conference kits & screens Retail Installations Bespoke projects

Showcase units Bars & Counters Shell-scheme cladding

Point Of Sale
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Twist & Lock
It’s that simple!
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The design possibilities for 

T3 Airframe structures 

are virtually endless.

Whether you require a small 

starter display or a large 

scale exhibition stand, 

T3 Airframe forms 

the building blocks of the 

solution and can grow with 

your needs.

We believe that re-use 

comes before re-cycle 

and as T3 Airframe is 

completely re-usable, re-

configurable and covered 

by a lifetime guarantee you 

can minimise your impact 

on the environment whilst 

maximising the impact on 

your audience.



The T3Airframe range is protected by the following Design Patents, Patent Applications and Design Registrations

   UK 06 23 361.3
   EEC 626.825
   USA 29/285.162
   China 2007 30 006 801.X
   Canada 119.708
   India 208 826
   International PCT GB2007/004377
   551 536

UK  06 12 683.3
International PCT/2007/002306
UK 06 09 032.8
EEC 524 970
International PCT/GB2007/001633
EEC 862.644
EEC 984.265-1/2/3
PCT/EEC1003396.2

Plasma and LCD screen 
brackets
T3 Airframe is strong enough to 
display plasma or LCD screens using a 
universal screen support bracket.

Load bearing
T3 Airframe can be 
used to house heavy 
items - even ovens and 
dishwashers!

Halogen Arm 
Lights
Standard or deluxe arm lights 
to illuminate your display.

Counters
Create sturdy counters 
using T3 Airframe with 
a range of worktops to suit 
your display.

Flexible in design
T3 structures can incorporate 
many elements. In this 
instance two hot plates and a 
sink!

For more information visit: www.t3info.co.uk


